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CL AURIGAE: A NEW PHOTOMETRIC TRIPLE STAR
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The detahed elipsing binary CL Aurigae (= BD +33Æ0975 = GSC2393.1455 = HV6886= FL439; �2000 = 5h12m54:s2, Æ2000 = +33Æ3002800, Sp. = A0, Vmax = 11:m7) is a photoele-trially negleted variable with a short orbital period of about 1.24 days. This system wasseleted as a possible andidate for the study of the apsidal motion (Heged�us 1988) andthus it was also inluded to our observational projet of elipsing binaries with eentriorbit (e.g. Wolf & �Sarounov�a 1995).CL Aur was disovered to be a variable star photographially by Ho�eit (1935). The�rst photographi light urve was obtained by Kurohkin (1951), who also determinedthe �rst light elements:Min. I = HJD 2 432 967:262 + 1:d244 366 6� E:Next visual observations were made by Szafranie (1960), the spetral type was determinedby G�otz & Wenzel (1968). The photographi plates of the GAIS (Nos. 39052{40649 andMosow observatories (Nos. 16869{35540) were examined by Fadeyev (1973). Due to therelatively deep primary minimum this variable was often observed visually, mostly byBBSAG observers (K. Loher, H. Peter, R. Diethelm). To our knowledge this star hasnot been measured photoeletrially sine disovery.Our new CCD photometry of CL Aur was arried out during eight nights betweenNovember 1995 and Deember 1998 at the Ond�rejov Observatory, Czeh Republi. Pri-marily, a 65-m reeting telesope with a CCD-amera (SBIG ST-6 or ST-8) was used.The measurements were done using the standard Cousins R �lter with 60 or 90 s expo-sure time. Two additional measurements were done using 18-m Maksutov-Cassegrain(Ond�rejov) and 25-m Newtonian (Hrade Kr�alov�e) telesopes without �lter. The nearbystars GSC2393.1532 (V = 11:4 mag) | listed also as star b by Kurohkin (1951) | andGSC2393.1435 (V = 11.9 mag) on the same frame as CL Aur served as a omparison andhek stars, respetively. Flat �elds for the redution of the CCD frames were routinelyobtained from exposures of regions of the sky taken at dusk or dawn. Standard errorof measurements varies from 0.01 mag to 0.02 mag. The new moments of primary andseondary minimum and their errors were determined using the least squares �t to thedata, by the biseting hord method or by the Kwee{van Woerden algorithm. These seventimes of minimum are presented in Table 1. In this table, N stands for the number of
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Figure 1. A plot of di�erential R magnitudes obtained during primary elipse of CL Aur on14 January 1996 (irles). The measurements of seondary minimum obtained on 22 November 1995were shifted in time by +42.5 periods and are plotted as triangles together with primary minimum.
observations used in the alulation of the minimum time. The epohs were alulatedaording to the light elements of Kurohkin (1951).Figure 1 shows the di�erential R magnitudes during the primary minimum observed atJD 2450097 (irles). Our measurements of seondary minimum (triangles) were shiftedexatly by 42.5 periods (+52.8858 d) and are also plotted. The light amplitude in R olourfor primary minimum aording to our measurement is A1 = 1:28 mag, for seondaryminimum we found A2 = 0.32 mag. The duration of both minima seems to be almostidential, D1 ' D2 ' 0.22 days = 0.176 phase.The hange of period and possible apsidal motion of CL Aur were studied by meansof an O � C diagram analysis. We took into onsideration all visual and photographimeasurements found in the literature as well as the CCD times given in Table 1. TheO � C graph for all moments of minimum are shown in Figure 2. The photographi

Table 1: New preise times of minimum of CL AurJD Hel. Epoh Error N Instrument24 00000+ (days) Filter50044.3958 13723.5 0.0007 63 65-m, ST6, R50097.2826 13766.0 0.0002 56 65-m, ST6, R50714.4888 14262.0 0.0006 52 18-m, ST6, -50831.4589 14356.0 0.0001 39 65-m, ST8, R50884.3431 14398.5 0.0003 68 65-m, ST8, R51157.4815 14618.0 0.0006 24 25-m, ST5, -51177.3914 14634.0 0.0001 51 65-m, ST8, R
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Figure 2. O � C diagram of CL Aur. The individual times of primary and seondary minimum aredenoted by irles and triangles, respetively. Larger symbols are our CCD measurements. The urveorresponds to a third body orbit.
times or visual estimations obtained by Kurohkin (1951) and BBSAG observers are alsoplotted.We analysed the O � C diagram and the light urve using the urrent observations.Our results indiate that this binary has no signi�ant eentri orbit. Aording toour timings, the seondary minimum ours at the phase �II = 0:5000� 0:0001 and theduration of primary and seondary elipses is pratially idential. This system ould beexluded from the list of possible andidates for apsidal motion study.Seondly, quasi-sinusoidal deviations of the O � C values are remarkable after zeroepoh and ould be aused by a light-time e�et. Preliminary analysis of the third bodyperiod gives the following parameters:P3 (period) = 8240� 70 days = 22.5 yearsT0 (time of periastron) = J.D. 2 443 315� 35A (semiamplitude) = 0:0166� 0:0012 daye = 0:405� 0:025! = 179Æ � 2ÆThese values were obtained together with the new linear ephemerisMin. I = HJD 2 432 967:2472 + 1:d244 371 63� E;�0:0006 �0:000 000 17by the least squares method. Assuming a oplanar orbit (i3 = 90Æ) and a total mass ofthe elipsing pair M1 +M2 ' 3M� (Harmane 1988) we an obtain a lower limit for themass of the third omponent M3;min. The present explanation is supported by the quitereasonable value of the mass funtion f(M3) = 0:0614M�, from whih the minimum massof the third body is 1M�.
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New high-auray timings of this interesting elipsing system are neessary in thefuture in order to on�rm and/or improve the light-time e�et parameters given above.For the urrent use we propose the following linear light elements:Min. I = HJD 2 451 177:3914 + 1:d244 365� E:Aknowledgement. This researh has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated atCDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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CL Aur is not BD +33Æ0975.The Editors


